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2 Reliability of a bevel-helical-planetary gearbox (BHP)
2.1 Basic calculation model
A bevel helical planetary gearbox with input speed of 1700RpM, input torque of 3000Nm and 534kW power
is analyzed. The first stage is a spiral bevel gear. The second stage is a spur gear (cylindrical) and the output
stage is a planetary stage with four planets. Each planet has four planet bearings. The system is shown
below.

Load data input is through the user interface as shown below:
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When calculating, we find the below gear safety factors in the user interface. They are quite high to start with.

The bearing lifetimes are shown in the table “BearingCalcualtions” (lowermost line in below figure). Note that
the bearing life times are very high for all bearings except for the planet bearings as show:

See file THE-KSY-AS-1752-00-EES-System-Reliability-Step-01.ks.

2.2 Reliability calculation with original settings
Now, let us add the reliability calculation by pressing the below button. We use the settings as shown below
We want to see the results between 100h and 20’000h
We use a linear / linear scale
The strength calculations should be executed
We want to see the gear and bearing reliability and failure probability
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We then get several results, including graphics for the bearings, the gears and gears and bearings combined
reliability:

We can see that the gear reliability is at 100% over the time period of interest because the safety factors are
very high. But we do see that the bearing reliability gets quite low over time. When combining gears and
bearings in the right figure, we see the same behavior as the bearings. This means that the system reliability
is only influenced by the bearings in this example.
As a summary, we find the system reliability vs. life in the corresponding table:

See file THE-KSY-AS-1752-00-EES-System-Reliability-Step-02.ks.

2.3 Reliability calculation with increased gear load factor
Now, we have seen that the gear safety factors are very high and the gears do therefore not affect the system
reliability.
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If we now change the application factor from KA=1.1 to KA=1.3 as shown below in the table “Settings”, the
reliability behavior should change.

Now, this application factor is only considered in the gear rating. The bearing life and therefore the bearing
reliability will not change.
Again, we run the calculation for the reliability with the same settings:

And we now find an influence from bearings and gears on the reliability

Bearing components / subsystem

Gear components / subsystem

Components / system

It is interesting to note that the life changes for different reliability
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Left: previous calculation

Right: current calculation

We can see that the two results for 99.9% reliability do not change because these are governed by the bearing
reliability. But the third result, for 90% reliability is governed by the gears and therefore changes.

Bearing subsystem
reliability

System reliability

Gear
subsystem
reliability

See file THE-KSY-AS-1752-00-EES-System-Reliability-Step-03.ks.

2.4 Reliability calculation with improved lubrication
Finally, we study the effect of a changed lubrication cleanliness on the bearing and system reliability:
Previously, we used the below settings for bearing lubricant cleanliness:
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This, we now change to a better cleanliness level:

We re-run the calculation with below settings:

And find the below results (reliability vs. life):

The bearing reliability has improved a lot (see middle figure below) and the system reliability (right figure) is
now only a function of the gear reliability (left figure):

See file THE-KSY-AS-1752-00-EES-System-Reliability-Step-03.ks.
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3 Conclusions
From the above, we learn the following
Reliability calculation is extremely sensitive to any change in the calculation settings because it is a
life based calculation.
Often, the system reliability is governed either by the bearing subsystem reliability or the gear
subsystem reliability.
It is however also possible that for a certain period of time, the gear subsystem controls the reliability
while for a later or earlier time, the system reliability is governed bearing subsystem.
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